
Interim Campaign Photograp
hy  

Creative Brief 



Background In 2013, Tourism Fiji launched a new brand campaign – ‘Where happiness finds you’. 
Part of this launch included a suite of photography to be used in advertising and 
online, including on the official website - http://www.fiji.travel 
 
Four years on from the launch, the end of image usage rights creates the opportunity 
to relook at our core campaign photography. It also means we can review the actual 
creative campaign we use the photography in, and this is what this brief covers.  



Advertising 
Objectives 

To create an emotional reaction within potential travellers that says ‘I have to go 
there’ : 
 
Get them to put Fiji at the top of their list of potential travel destinations and entice 
them to investigate their Fiji travel options, including understanding the unique 
combination of people, place and experiences that mean Fiji is ‘Where happiness 
finds you’. 
 
To achieve this, we will need  to help evoke, motivate and inspire travelers to travel 
to Fiji.  



Requirements 

In terms of audience segments and media requirements, we are looking to cover the following 
matrix of requirements, but obviously don’t need all these executions as part of the initial 
presentations. Focus is on digital and looking at more effective ways  to convey our brand 
through it. Fiji is too expensive and can’t compete on price as Fiji traditionally has done in its 
markets to neutralize the brand to make it worth it.  
 
 
 

 Media channel :    15 sec video     outdoor  digital  print 
       content/pre-roll 

A creative idea for a new marketing campaign that builds on the existing brand idea of ‘Where 
happiness finds you’ (WHFY) (i.e. this isn’t about creating a new brand definition or changing our 
tagline). 
 
Research shows that WHFY is a great overall brand platform, but there are unresolved questions 
around the creative execution. These include how we can go about tangibly showing the idea of 
happiness and friendliness co-relation to the world renowned Fijian hospitality that makes Fiji 
the second home for many of our visitors.  
 
A critical part of this project will be helping to conceive and direct a significant photo-shoot in 
June/July 2017.  
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Target 
audience 

Geography: This is for a global advertising campaign. However, Australia, New Zealand and the West 
Coast of the USA represent nearly 80% of all current travellers. Secondary but important growth markets 
include the UK/Europe, India, China, Singapore, Rest of Asia. 

Who are they?: The largest group of existing travellers to 
Fiji is families, both with younger  and more grown up 
kids.  The second most important group is younger 
couples looking for a romantic break. Fiji offers a number 
of different budget levels, but it isn’t really a budget 
traveller option, so most potential travellers will have at 
least average incomes/wealth. 
 
We will be talking to them during all stages of the 
holiday planning process, but the most important 
impacts are likely to be more at the front end dreaming 
and early investigation phases. 

Insights: 

In a world where almost everyone feels a little over-worked and time poor, holidays and travel 
have taken on a special significance. Therefore you really want to make the most of your precious 
time off  - to reconnect with relationships and share moments that add to who you are.  

In this environment, we’re selling the dream of a largely intangible experience, quite possibly 
involving a place and culture the traveller has never been exposed to before, in a hugely 
competitive marketplace that’s characterized by destinations that - on the face of it at least - 
can seem indistinguishable. We need to inspire travellers by capturing more than just the natural 
beauty of Fiji, we need to convey the spirit of Fiji – the easy going nature that creates infectious 
smiles. 



Core proposition: 

The Place: 
A serene and relaxing tropical island 

where happiness finds you. 

The Experiences: 
A unique and authentic Fijian culture. 

The People: 
Make you smile and feel happy. 

These three things combine to create a unique experience that  
means you don’t have to try hard to find happiness, it finds you 



Some general considerations 

Happiness is personal 1. 

Avoiding the cliche 

2. 

3. 

The idea of happiness is obviously 
very personal. It’s also an emotion 
with many shades - we need to avoid 
a monotone Happyville of impossible 
smiles.  

However, while there are many 
differences, there are also some 
consistent themes – connection/
intimacy, wonder, anticipation, 
experiencing something new, the 
unexpected, carefree fun, being 
completely unplugged. We want to 
capture as wide a range of this as 
possible. We also see talent in almost 
every execution 

Interaction with locals 
The idea of ‘Happiness’ in our 
campaign is founded on the Fijian 
people, therefore we want 
interaction with locals to be part of 
what we capture. However, we don’t 
want to over do this and give the 
impression of having to interact if you 
don’t want to, so not all images 
should contain locals. There needs to 
be a correlation to happiness and 
local hospitality. 
 

Tourism is a competitive space with 
thousands of different destinations 
trying to sell a dream of what it 
would be like to go there. We need 
our imagery to help separate us from 
the pack and therefore needs to have 
a little extra. 
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Reference 
Following are some references that we think might be useful. They include a description of 
the ‘Where happiness finds you’ idea, but please refer to the brand book for a more detailed 
explanation.  
 
We have also included images from the existing campaign that we believe most successfully 
capture the spirit we’re after as well as some reference to non-Fiji imagery that we think 
captures a similar spirit to what we’re after. 



In 2013, we launched a new brand campaign:  
‘Where happiness finds you’ 



‘Where happiness finds you’ campaign idea 

‘Where happiness finds you’ combines 
the overall emotional desire of most 
travellers with the spirit Fijian’s are 
most associated with - happiness 
 
The campaign was originally inspired by the 2011 
WinGallup Global Barometer of Happiness report that 
identified Fiji as the ‘Happiest Place in the World’.   
 
And this is what makes Fiji unique – it has all the natural 
appeal of idyllic locations offering diverse experiences but 
this is supported by a culture and people that are 
naturally happy themselves and great at helping bring 
that out in others. 



These are some images from the existing library that we believe do a 
better job of capturing something special 



Some other references that we like 





Indicative photography Shot list 

Younger couples (late 20’s to mid 30’s) 

1.  Swimming Sawa-
i-lau  

2.  Drua Ride  
3.  Hiking to Navala 

(being welcomed 
by village 
children)  

4.  Horse-riding - 
Looking down 
into Ba River  

5.  Camping / Picnic 
by the River  

6.  Bilibili River Trip  
7.  Buying Bu from a 

roadside vendor  
8.  Biking Open / 

Rural Roads 

(Scenic)  
9.  Lavena Coastal 

Walk 
10.  Hammock  
11.  Jet Ski  
12.  Beach Swim / 

Walk  
13.  Jetboards  
14.  Manta Swim 
15.  Spa 
16.  Rafting 
17.  Fiji's Grand 

Canyon  
18.  Helicopter Rides  
19.  SUP  
20.  Off Road 

Quadbikes  

The list below is to be confirmed and only for estimation purposes 

Submission to include : 
•  Campaign idea 
•  Assistance with photographer 

brief and acquisition of the 
right assets for the campaign.  

 
 



Submission 

-  Creative idea proposal 
-  Budget breakdown to include agency fees and production 

costs 
-  Assets derived will need to be owned by Tourism Fiji in 

perpetuity. 
-  Email proposals to brand.tender@tourismfiji.com.fj  
-  Deadline for proposals : Friday, June 23rd, 2017 



Vinaka 


